


Neural Network Architectures for Images

















































MLPs
CNNs
Res Nets
Encoder decoder nets
AutoEncoders

Multilayer Perceptions MLB
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Exercise:  MNIST Digit classification (plain and after a fixed random 
permutation) 
 
Which would you expect to perform better and why:  
 
—MLP vs CNN on Task 1: 
 
 
 
 
 
—MLP vs CNN on Task 2: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
—Task 1 vs Task 2 using MLP: 
 
 
 
 

—Task 1 vs Task 2 using CNN:  
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Suppose you passed in a 300x300 image of a single handwritten digit into this 

network.  Would it still work?











What if we rescaled the output of the CNN (right before passing it into the 

MLP)?

Kernel sizes are the same and hence with the larger resolution input


The field of view of any neuron will be drastically altered








Convolutional Neural Networks tMLPs

Context Classification Lecun et al 1998

CNN MLP

No wouldnt work
Wouldnt give comparable

values













































Convolution Layers are well suited for images

Leverages locality geometry of images
Enforce translation invariance
Fewer parameters than MLP

Can handle images of arbitrary size
though following MLP can not

Alex Neto Krizhevsky Etat 20121

GG Net Simonyan Zisserman 20157









Exercise:  Large filters or small filters 
 
You have d convolutions layers with filter size k x k.  
 
How does the width of the receptive of a neuron field depend on d and k? 
 
 
 
 
How does parameter count depend on d and k? 
 
 
 
 
 
Are large filters or small filters more economical in parameter count for a given 
receptive field? 
 

For a fixed receptive field, smaller k uses smaller parameter count
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Vanillas
Contexts Image Restoration

Lucas et al 20181
Can retain image size

can operate on image of any size

Be careful about receptive fields
image scale

Dirt removal Eigen C t al 2013

Original with dirt with snow withscratches

Input
image

Output
of CNN









Consider this fully convolution network for all dirt removal. 
 
If you passed in 10x increased resolution photograph of the same content, 
would you expect it to work? 
 
 
No.  See previous exercise  
 
 
 
 
If you passed in a 10x increased field of view (at the same resolution), would 
you expect it to work? 
 
Yes, the scale of the features learned from the convolutions would be the same in the new 

image.
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Residual Blocks Skip Connections

Lucas et al 2018

ResNet for classification 3

lte et al 20151

Ensure that
Enough computation
is performed before
addingback

Residual blocks allow increased depth
Increased depth allows

a large receptive fields
Smaller filter sizes
savings in parameter count
















































RegNeff for Super resolution 3 Ledig Et al 2017

ResNets are good at

Successive refinement
of images









































Idea 3 Do Superresolution by only learning residual

Kim et al 201

Learning a residual may be easier

than learning a full mapping

analogy fixing a painting















































Encoder decoder Nets
Lucas et al 20181

I
bottleneck

Encoder converts image to a set of latent variables a code

Decoder generates image from this code

Bottleneck forces not to gain semantic understanding of image

Encoder decoder net for inpaintings
Pathak et al 20



























































Combining Encoder decoder nets w Skip Connections

The compressive nature of an Encoder decoder
bottleneck may result in loss of detail
in decoded images

Idea 3 fix with Skip connections

U net
Ronneberger
C t al 2015

segmentation biomedical images

strength of U nets
Semantic understanding by bottleneck

Skip connections preserve detail









What sort of architecture would be reasonable to select for the following tasks. 
Vanilla CNN, ResNet, Encoder-Decoder, U-net 
 
 
A) Remove some of the motion blur due to someone holding a cell phone 
camera 
 
 
 
 
 
 
B) You are given a black and white image and you want to colorize it 
 
 
 
 
 
 
C) You are given an image where 1% of pixels are missing.  You want to inpaint 
those pixels 
Depends on which pixels are missing.



If pixels are missing at random, I would try vanilla CNN / ResNet

If solid block of pixels is missing, I might also consider encoder-decoder 
 
 
 
D) You have photographs of a road and you want to decide which pixels 
correspond to the boundary between one lane of traffic and another. 
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Auto Encoders
Context 3 Unsupervised representation learning

With compressive autoEncoder one can

compress images

Theis c Gal 2017

























































Theis c t al 2017

Learned autoenodor representations can be

used for other tasks

fEng et al
2017




























What is compressed sensing? 


















One last idea Spare nets from

learning things you know

fully end to End trained nets may not

be the best approach to solving a problem

compressed Sensing Mousavi Baraniuk20





























Would it make sense to use a convolutional neural network to solve end-to-end 
compressed sensing with generic measurement matrix Phi?

MRI reconstruction Zbontar Et al 2019
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